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Determinants of NBA Average Annual Attendance by Team
By Kevin McGee

Introduction
Examining the characteristics of NBA teams that determine that team’s average annual attendance is useful beyond explaining attendance anomalies to the common fan. The NBA itself is interested in determining which characteristics of teams bring in more attendance. By determining which characteristics of a team’s home city are important to determining attendance, the league can better evaluate which cities are properly equipped to host new NBA teams. Better identification of a city’s ability to host a team leads to better decision making in deciding whether or not to expand the league by adding new teams or improve the league by relocating teams to new cities. NBA owners also have an interest in determinants of NBA team attendance. If owners can find ways to increase attendance without lowering price, perhaps by changing the team’s playing style, they can become overall more profitable.

Results
• A 1% increase in the previous year’s average attendance increases attendance by about .902% in the current year
• Winning 8 more games in a season raises attendance by about 2%
• A 1% increase in a team’s home city population increases attendance by about 0.05%
• A one percentage point increase in home city unemployment rate decreases attendance by about 1%
• An NBA team’s attendance will be 3.5% lower if it shares a city with an NFL team
• Building a brand new arena increases attendance by about 19% for the next season

Implications
Since no playing statistics were found to be statistically significant determinants of NBA attendance, there is no evidence to suggest that a team’s playing style impacts attendance. Instead owners should focus on winning to increase attendance.

Population, unemployment rate and whether or not there is an NFL team in the area all were found to affect attendance. What does this mean for cities like Des Moines looking to acquire an NBA team? Judge for yourself! The table on the right shows the list of the top 50 metropolitan areas by population.